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ABSTRACT
Sexually selected infanticide has been the subject of intense empirical and theoretical study for

decades; a related phenomenon, male-mediated prenatal loss, has received much less attention

in evolutionary studies. Male-mediated prenatal loss occurs when inseminated or pregnant

females terminate reproductive effort following exposure to a nonsire male, either through

implantation failure or pregnancy termination. Male-mediated prenatal loss encompasses two

sub-phenomena: sexually selected feticide and the Bruce effect. In this review, we provide a

framework that explains the relationship between feticide and the Bruce effect and describes

what is known about the proximate and ultimate mechanisms involved in each. Using a simple

model, we demonstrate that male-mediated prenatal loss can provide greater reproductive bene-

fits to males than infanticide. We therefore suggest that, compared to infanticide, male-

mediated prenatal loss may be more prevalent in mammalian species and may have played a

greater role in their social evolution than has previously been documented.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Infanticide by males is widely viewed as one of the most extreme forms

of sexual conflict whereby males are able to increase their reproductive

opportunities by removing unrelated dependent infants.1 In numerous

species, infanticide thus induces the mother to quickly return to a fertile

state, allowing an infanticidal male to mate with her sooner than if he

had not intervened. Infanticide has been a focus of study for decades

and has been suggested to be involved in the evolution of numerous

characteristics of mammalian societies (particularly in primates), including

monogamy, promiscuity, synchronous breeding, concealed ovulation,

sexual swellings, female–female associations, female–male associations,

and small group sizes (reviewed in Palombit1).

Yet, another phenomenon that induces mothers to return to a fer-

tile state, male-mediated prenatal loss, has received far less attention in

evolutionary studies. In this review, we provide an overview of male-

mediated prenatal loss, a phenomenon by which inseminated or preg-

nant females abort reproduction following exposure to a nonsire male,

either through implantation failure or pregnancy termination. Two

related types of male-mediated prenatal loss have been identified

(Box 1): (a) Sexually selected feticide occurs when direct aggression

from a nonsire male causes a female to terminate an established preg-

nancy, either by causing direct damage to the fetus and/or by induc-

ing a generalized stress response in the mother.2–6 (b) The Bruce effect

occurs when females terminate a conceptive event (i.e., implantation

failure or pregnancy termination) after exposure to nonsire males

without the need for male aggression (although male aggression may

occur, aggression is not a necessary component). “Exposure” to nonsire

males may be in the form of physical contact with the male himself,

exposure to his secretions (i.e., chemosensory exposure), or exposure
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to other sensory stimuli (i.e., visual or acoustic exposure).7–13 We argue

that, despite the dearth of research effort in the animal literature, male-

mediated prenatal loss is likely to be more pervasive across mammalian

taxa than is infanticide. To draw attention to these studies, we have

listed (Supporting Information Table S1) all species (28 species across

17 genera) in which male-mediated prenatal loss has been documented

(also available for download at doi:10.5061/dryad.h6980d8). Although

this list relies heavily on laboratory studies (e.g., for 15 species of

rodents, the Bruce effect has been documented exclusively in the lab),

the Bruce effect has been corroborated in field studies of several

species.11–15

Our main objective is to develop a novel evolutionary framework

for understanding male-mediated prenatal loss. In doing so, the article

will be partly a review of empirical studies, partly speculative, and

partly suggestions for future studies. First, we distinguish between

the Bruce effect and feticide by identifying differences in the ultimate

and proximate mechanisms involved in each. Second, we extend the

anticipated infanticide hypothesis16,17 to include feticide prevention

BOX 1 Glossary of terms

Male-mediated prenatal loss. Male-mediated prenatal loss is any cessation of reproductive effort, either through implantation failure or

pregnancy termination that results from a female's exposure to nonsire males. Nonsire males may alter their behavior and/or neuroen-

docrine secretions in the presence of females to return pregnant females to a fertile state, allowing males to mate with females earlier

than they would otherwise. We use the phrase male-mediated prenatal loss (as opposed to male-mediated pregnancy termination or

male-mediated implantation failure) because this term includes both possibilities and because natal loss may occur at different times

across different species. As we argue, the distinction between male-mediated implantation failure and pregnancy termination is primarily

a mechanistic difference, not a functional one; the functional consequence for males and females are nearly equivalent in each case.

Sexually selected feticide occurs when males harass pregnant females with threats and aggression to the extent that females terminate preg-

nancies. Such harassment (by males or females) has been associated with reproductive failure in a number of mammalian taxa and at all stages of

reproduction, including ovulation, conception, pregnancy, and infant survival.31,71 Intense harassment can activate the generalized stress response

in female victims,95 and reproductive failure is presumed to occur in response to this severe environmental stressor.71

The Bruce effect occurs when females terminate pregnancies after some form of sensory exposure (olfactory, visual, auditory, or tac-

tile) to nonsire males. Importantly, although nonsire males may exhibit aggression toward females, aggression from males is not necessary

to elicit the Bruce effect. Females are even known to seek out sensory input from nonsire males, as when inseminated female mice

investigate the scent secretions of novel males.96,97

The first clear demonstration of the Bruce effect occurring in a natural rodent population came in 1999 from a study of wild alpine mar-

mots (Marmota marmota),14 in which mated females almost universally failed to reproduce after being taken over by a nonsire male. However,

after two experimental studies under semi-natural conditions98,99 failed to detect a Bruce effect in gray-tailed voles (Microtus canicaudus) and

prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), some authors argued that the Bruce effect in rodents was a laboratory artifact and therefore had little or

no role in rodent social evolution.100,101 A recent study in bank voles (Myodes glareolus)78 demonstrated that the Bruce effect does occur in

semi-natural vole populations, but only under particular social conditions (single female, single male breeding pairs) that were not present in

earlier field studies.98,99 This most recent study in bank voles combined with the earlier study in alpine marmots, refute the arguments of

Wolff100 and Krebs et al.,101 and instead provide confirmation that the Bruce effect occurs under both laboratory and natural conditions.

Some have argued that male-mediated prenatal loss does not constitute the Bruce effect unless chemosensory cues are involved.11 These

authors have opted to use the term Pregnancy block. In our view, this restriction limits the utility of the term “Bruce effect,” since it could only be

used when researchers had complete knowledge of the mechanism, and it would necessitate a different term for each mechanism involved,

resulting in a proliferation of terms for phenomena that have the same functional significance. For instance, primates in particular are known to

have “emancipated” themselves from the hormonal control of many processes that are routinely governed by chemosensory input in other

mammalian taxa.102,103 The shift from chemical cues (e.g., as in most rodents) to visual or auditory cues (e.g., as in many primates) often produces

very similar downstream effects (e.g., pregnancy termination); thus, we argue that functionally-equivalent processes should not be considered as

separate phenomena with separate terms.

Additionally, several studies in humans have generalized the term “Bruce effect” to refer to spontaneous abortion in response to a

range of stressful environments that may threaten offspring survival.19,20,104 While severe stress is undoubtedly an important factor in

human fertility and reproduction, we discourage the use of the term “Bruce effect” unless pregnancy loss can be attributed to exposure

to a nonsire male.

Post-implantation abortion, pregnancy disruption, pregnancy failure, pregnancy interruption. Each of these terms is a more generic form

of pregnancy failure. These terms should be used when there is no evidence that the pregnancy loss was male-mediated.

Peri-implantation failure, implantation failure. Each of these terms is a more generic term for failed implantation. These terms should

be used when there is no evidence that the implantation failure was male-mediated.
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as a potential explanation for the evolution of the Bruce effect. Third,

we hypothesize that, in males, behaviors involved in male-mediated

prenatal loss have been under stronger selection than sexually

selected infanticide. This hypothesis leads to the prediction that male-

mediated prenatal loss is more widely prevalent in mammalian taxa

than sexually selected infanticide, but is—as yet—undocumented in

most species in which it occurs.

The mechanisms underlying male-mediated prenatal loss (espe-

cially the Bruce effect) have received a great deal of experimental

study in laboratory settings.18 By contrast, the evolutionary function

of male-mediated prenatal loss has not received an equivalent degree

of attention. No doubt this is because male-mediated prenatal loss in

natural populations does not typically leave tell-tale signatures (since

females often resorb the embryonic/fetal tissue1) as compared to

infanticide (where a dead or missing infant is observed). Moreover,

unless research effort is dedicated specifically to identifying male-

mediated prenatal loss, it can be nearly impossible to detect. Pregnan-

cies, especially early pregnancies, can be difficult to identify, male

arrivals can be difficult to track, and reproductive losses can be impos-

sible to link temporally to the arrival of a nonsire male.

Equally problematic, the literature refers to male-mediated prena-

tal loss by multiple terms that themselves have inconsistent usage.

The terms in this review, “feticide” and “Bruce effect,” have clear defi-

nitions in the literature, yet are often used incorrectly19,20 or inter-

changeably.1,21 Other terms, such as pregnancy block,7,22 male-induced

pregnancy termination,23 pregnancy disruption,10,24 pregnancy failure,12

pregnancy interruption,25 and post-implantation abortion26 have not

been formally defined and are often used differently in different fields.

Consequently, although male-mediated prenatal loss is a salient phe-

nomenon for diverse fields—from wildlife biology to evolutionary

ecology to human reproductive biology—researchers in these fields

may overlook relevant research in other fields because of conflicting

terminology.

By promoting a consistent use of terminology and presenting a

comprehensive, broad framework, we seek to connect research across

different fields and to facilitate hypothesis testing on the different

mechanisms and functions of prenatal loss across mammals. Specifi-

cally, we review the current state of knowledge on the what, when,

how, and why behind male-mediated prenatal loss. For a description of

what male-mediated prenatal loss is, see Box 1, which proposes defini-

tions for the terms that we will use throughout this review. The fol-

lowing sections on when, how, and why focus on both the proximate

mechanisms and the evolutionary functions involved.

2 | WHEN CAN MALE-MEDIATED
PRENATAL LOSS OCCUR?

2.1 | Peri-implantation loss (implantation failure)

The timing of male-mediated prenatal loss appears to be somewhat

species-specific, although it seems to universally occur shortly after

exposure to a new male. In numerous rodent species, the mechanisms

underlying male-mediated prenatal loss appear to operate only during

the peri-implantation period (the period prior to the completion of the

implantation process), including mice (Mus musculus7), deer mice

(Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii8), rats (Rattus norvegicus27), and Mon-

golian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus28). In these species, the blastocyst

is prevented from successful implantation after exposure to a nonsire

male without the need for male aggression (see below). After success-

ful implantation, however, laboratory experiments in these species

have shown that exposure to a novel male no longer induces preg-

nancy failure, although it can cause a reduction in investment by

females (e.g., smaller pups at birth).29 All documented instances of

male-mediated implantation failure are more consistent with the

Bruce effect than with feticide. We expect that feticide (or, in this

case, what would be called embryocide) from male harassment may

occur during this peri-implantation period as well, but this distinction

in the literature has not yet been made.

2.2 | Postimplantation loss (pregnancy termination)

In some rodent species, the Bruce effect is known to occur after suc-

cessful implantation (e.g., pine vole, Microtus pinetorum26; meadow vole,

M. pennsylvanicus10; prairie vole, M. ochrogaster9). Notably, in prairie

voles, exposure to nonsire males can cause pregnancy termination as

late as day 17 in a 24-day gestation period.9 The Bruce effect has also

been documented after implantation in wild and domestic horses (Equus

ferus30 and E. caballus11), domestic dogs (Canis lupus familiaris12), geladas

(Theropithecus gelada13), and hamadryas baboons (Papio hamadryas15).

Indeed, in a study of wild geladas, one female miscarried following the

arrival of a new male only 1 week before her expected parturition date

(Beehner, unpublished data). Like the Bruce effect, feticide may also occur

any time after implantation, just as severe stressors and/or physical injury

can affect the viability of a pregnancy at any time throughout gestation.31

Because the literature does not distinguish between the Bruce effect and

feticide during the peri-implantation period, we restrict the remainder of

our review of feticide to documented cases of fetal loss after implantation

has occurred (Supporting Information Table S1; e.g., langurs,

Semnopithecus entellus3,4,32 and yellow baboons, Papio cynocephalus2,5,6).

3 | HOW DOES MALE-MEDIATED
PRENATAL LOSS OCCUR?

Thanks to an extensive body of experimental research on the mecha-

nisms of the Bruce effect in rodents (specifically, in mice), we have a

very good understanding of how males (and their secretions) mediate

loss prior to successful implantation18,33 (Figure 1). After successful

implantation, however, we have comparatively little knowledge of the

mechanisms for any form of male-mediated prenatal loss, particularly

for nonrodents. We emphasize that this is an area that needs further

research—particularly in primates.

3.1 | Cues received by females from nonsire males

In mice, the cue from a novel male is primarily (but not entirely)

chemosensory. Chemosensory cues include compounds that are

transmitted via the vomeronasal organ and/or the main olfactory epi-

thelium. Exposing recently-inseminated female mice to the urine of a
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nonsire male was reported to be both necessary and sufficient for

implantation failure, even in the absence of a male.34,35 However,

another study found that male urine was not sufficient; it had to be

combined with direct contact from a nonsire male to ensure implanta-

tion disruption.36 Indeed, even Hilda Bruce herself (for whom the

Bruce effect was named) reported that exposing females to only the

urine of novel males was insufficient for pregnancy termination.37

Consequently, deCatanzaro and colleagues have suggested that

implantation failure in these “urine-only” studies probably resulted

from urinary compounds combined with the stress effects of routine

handling during the experiments.36 Indeed, many chemical mecha-

nisms of reproductive suppression require some degree of auditory or

visual reinforcement from the signaler.31

In nonrodents, the Bruce effect has been documented in ungu-

lates, carnivores, and primates (Supporting Information Table S1). In these

taxa, females need only to experience visual or acoustic exposure to a

nonsire male (e.g., across a barrier) with no need for chemosensory cues or

direct contact. For example, in domestic horses and dogs, pregnancy

termination was more likely to occur when females had visual (but no

physical) contact with the nonsire male.11,12 We currently do not know

whether this difference in sensory cues (chemosensory vs. visual/acoustic)

is due to differences across taxa in their dependence on different sensory

stimuli or whether it may also relate to the timing of the Bruce effect in

these taxa (peri-implantation vs. post-implantation).

3.2 | Internal mechanisms—peri-implantation

In rodent models, the two ovarian hormones, estradiol (E2) and pro-

gesterone (P4), promote “cross-talk” between the fertilized eggs

(i.e., blastocysts) and the uterus to facilitate successful implantation

and pregnancy establishment.38 Following conception, the blasto-

cysts migrate down the fallopian tube toward the uterus; during this

time, P4 primes the uterus to increase E2 receptors, coaxing the

uterus into a receptive environment for successful implantation.39,40

This window of uterine receptivity depends not just on the presence of

P4 and E2, but also on their relative concentrations (Figure 1d): most

models in rodents attribute implantation failure to an elevation of the

FIGURE 1 Summary of the (nonmutually exclusive) mechanisms involved in male-mediated prenatal loss in mammals. The “external cue” refers to
the sensory stimulus that interferes with pregnancy. The “internal mechanism” refers to what we currently know about the neuroendocrine
response to the external cue. See text for more details [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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E2:P4 ratio, either through an increase in E2, a decrease in P4, or both.

Here we list several mechanisms that increase the E2:P4 ratio and lead

to male-mediated implantation failure. The hypotheses below are not

competing but rather complementary pathways that can each produce

an elevation of the E2:P4 ratio in inseminated female mice, thereby

preventing successful implantation.

Endogenous E2 from the female disrupts the E2:P4 ratio
(Figure 1a)

When females experience severe stressors, the adrenal glands not

only increase secretion of “stress” hormones (i.e., glucocorticoids), but

also other steroid hormones such as E2 (or its precursors).41–43

Remarkably, the hormones typically associated with the stress

response (i.e., epinephrine and glucocorticoids) have little impact on

implantation.44,45 Yet, even minute increases in E2 associated with

adrenal activation can completely disrupt implantation in mice by dis-

rupting the E2:P4 ratio.45,46 Successful implantation is restored if P4 is

experimentally elevated42,47 and/or if E2 is experimentally lowered.48

The arrival of a nonsire male may trigger the stress response and sub-

sequent implantation failure in inseminated females.

Exogenous E2 from the male disrupts the E2:P4 ratio
(Figure 1b)

High concentrations of E2 present in the secretions of male rodents

may disrupt the E2:P4 ratio when they are transferred to females,

causing implantation failure.18 A series of elegant experiments in mice

demonstrated that male-sourced E2 is readily transferred to females

during cohabitation,49 particularly during mating.50 Male mice that

were unable to produce E2 (due to castration51 or treatment with an

aromatase inhibitor52) failed to induce the Bruce effect in females

with whom they cohabited. Subsequent treatment of these mice with

E2 injections restored this ability.51 Thus, transfer of exogenous E2 by

nonsire males through cohabitation and/or mating appears to be nec-

essary to induce the Bruce effect in mice.

Downregulation of P4 disrupts the E2:P4 ratio (Figure 1c)

Rather than direct upregulation of E2, this hypothesis posits that a

neuroendocrine cascade indirectly leads to the downregulation of P4.

This cascade starts with an increase in hypothalamic dopamine in

response to a novel male (or his urine). An increase in dopamine has

been found to suppress secretion of the prolactin pulses necessary for

maintaining the corpora lutea.53,54 In the absence of the corpora lutea,

levels of P4 plummet and implantation fails.55 In support of this hypoth-

esis, administering exogenous prolactin or P4 to inseminated female

rodents rescues pregnancies even after exposure to a novel male.34,56

These hypotheses explain how female rodents prevent implanta-

tion after exposure to males in general, but how do females prevent

implantation after exposure only to nonsire males? The Bruce effect

has long been known to occur with a higher probability when novel

males are identifiably different from sires (i.e., a different genetic

strain35,57,58), indicating that female discrimination mediates the cue

that precipitates pregnancy termination. Under the “olfactory memory

hypothesis,” female mice form a chemical memory of the sire—

mediated by noradrenaline release in the accessory olfactory bulb59—

during a sensitive period immediately after mating. This memory then

selectively “gates” any further transmission of the chemosignal to the

accessory olfactory bulb, through the medial amygdala, and to the

hypothalamus.33 In other words, rather than ensuring that novel males

do trigger the Bruce effect, the mechanism ensures that familiar males

do not trigger it.59 The specific peptides that form the basis of this

memory are an active area of research (and include peptides related

to the major histocompatibility complex,60 the exocrine gland-

secreting peptide,61 and other major urinary peptides62).

More generally, “recognition” operates via chemosensory modali-

ties, common in rodents (“strain recognition”63) or visual and auditory

modalities, common in primates (“individual recognition”64). However,

whether the olfactory memory hypothesis (developed for rodents)

also applies to visual and auditory “memories,” is currently unknown.

3.3 | Internal mechanisms—Post-implantation

In a number of different taxa, male-mediated prenatal loss occurs well

after successful implantation and appears to occur right up through

parturition. Unfortunately, in contrast to the wealth of information on

the mechanisms of prenatal loss during the peri-implantation period

that we have from laboratory rodents (mainly mice), the mechanisms

of prenatal loss during the post-implantation period that are specific to

novel male exposure are entirely unknown.

Certainly, evidence from diverse mammalian taxa indicates that

external stressors can cause pregnancy failure (or some degree of

divestment in offspring) in a number of species.65 Similarly, from the

biomedical literature we know that severe stress experienced later in

pregnancy can lead to pregnancy complications and miscarriage in

humans (e.g., pre-eclampsia, gestational hypertension, preterm labor,

and low birth weight).66,67 Stressful stimuli act via hormonal, neural,

and immune pathways to disrupt the processes required for a suc-

cessful pregnancy,66–68 and the mechanisms underlying this stress-

mediated pregnancy termination are the same ones likely to be

involved in male-mediated prenatal loss (Figure 1e). For example,

extreme aggression from an immigrant male was associated with

elevated glucocorticoids in yellow baboon females and with post-

implantation pregnancy termination in some of them5; this study cited

male harassment as a potent external stressor although it did not con-

firm this causal link. However, not all cases of observed male-mediated

prenatal loss can be explained by extreme stress (Figure 1f). For

instance, in wild geladas, pregnancy termination routinely occurs after a

new dominant male arrives in a group, even though they rarely exhibit

aggression toward females in the group.13 We argue that other mecha-

nisms are at work in such cases, although testing this hypothesis will be

extremely difficult in wild populations.

4 | WHY DOES MALE-MEDIATED
PRENATAL LOSS OCCUR?

4.1 | The male perspective

Male-mediated prenatal loss provides obvious benefits for males.

Both sexually selected feticide and the Bruce effect return a female to
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a fertile condition earlier than if male-mediated prenatal loss had not

occurred. Given this obvious point, perhaps a more interesting ques-

tion when considering male-mediated prenatal loss is how does it

compare to infanticide as a sexually coercive strategy? Because preg-

nant females are more temporally distant from a return to cycling than

are lactating females, killing a fetus at any given time may increase a

male's mating opportunities to a greater extent than would killing an

infant.6 In other words, the cost of waiting for males that do not com-

mit feticide are much greater than the cost of waiting for males that

do not commit infanticide.

To test this claim, we used R to conduct computer simulations of

the behavioral strategies of male yellow baboons (a species in which

feticide has been reported2,5,6). Specifically, we assessed the number

of reproductive opportunities that immigrant males encountered in

new social groups under different behavioral strategies: infanticide,

feticide, random aggression toward females, and inaction (Box 2). Our

simulation results demonstrate that, when faced with an uncertain

tenure length, males receive the greatest reproductive benefits from a

strategy that flexibly allows them to engage in feticide as well as

infanticide. Moreover, males that are restricted to a feticide-only

strategy are nevertheless still able to gain greater reproductive bene-

fits than males that are restricted to an infanticide-only strategy

(Box 2). The same principle will apply to male-mediated prenatal loss

via the Bruce effect, with the added benefit that the Bruce effect is

presumably less costly to males than feticide or infanticide because it

does not involve engaging in any physical aggression.

Our simulation also demonstrates that feticidal behavior can ben-

efit males even when females display postpartum estrus (i.e., females

resume fertility immediately after parturition), a common phenome-

non in many mammals.1,69 Because infanticidal males derive reproduc-

tive benefits by returning noncycling females to fertility, whether

sexually selected infanticide occurs in a mammalian taxon is generally

predicted by whether females display postpartum amennorhea.69 Sex-

ually selected infanticide is therefore restricted to a relatively narrow

set of mammalian taxa.1 While most male mammals benefit from

infanticide only when females display postpartum amenorrhea, our

simulation demonstrates that males can derive benefits from inducing

prenatal loss in females that display postpartum estrus. In light of this

finding, we predict that male-mediated prenatal loss may be much

more pervasive across the mammalian taxonomy than is infanticide.

4.2 | The female perspective

The benefits of male-mediated prenatal loss are less obvious for

females. From the female's perspective, all forms of male-mediated

pregnancy termination impose an immediate cost on females and their

reproduction. Both feticide and the Bruce effect cause females to lose

a fetus. In addition, feticide (but not the Bruce effect) also necessarily

involves the physical cost of severe male aggression.6 Yet, we argue

that the Bruce effect is nevertheless adaptive for females that find

themselves faced with a new male.

Life history theory maintains that pregnant females must weigh

the value of each reproductive opportunity across their reproductive

lifespan.70 Thus, when a female receives a reliable cue that predicts

poor reproductive performance, she should divest in reproduction and

allocate available resources to self-maintenance.71 In response to

environmental challenges, mammals have a generalized stress

response that diverts energy away from nonessential activities (like

reproduction) and toward survival.72 Do novel males qualify as a

severe external stressor?

Indeed, many mammalian males are hypothesized to exploit this

generalized stress response in females in two ways: (a) they inflict

physical or psychological stress on females eliciting a stress response

(causing feticide),73 or (b) they secrete pregnancy-disrupting com-

pounds (mainly, E2 found in urine,74 axillary perspiration,75 or seminal

emissions50) that mimic those excreted by females in response to an

external stressor (causing the Bruce effect).65 Additionally, as we have

seen, the Bruce effect also occurs in pregnant females that have not

been exposed to male secretions (e.g., dogs and horses) and do not

receive elevated levels of aggression from the new male (e.g., geladas).

These latter examples suggest that life history tradeoffs related to the

generalized stress response cannot explain all cases of male-mediated

prenatal loss.

Perhaps the most cited hypothesis for why male-mediated prena-

tal loss is adaptive for females is that it saves females the cost of car-

rying offspring to term that are likely to be killed by an infanticidal

male (the “anticipated infanticide” hypothesis16,17). For instance,

female geladas that exhibit the Bruce effect have shorter interbirth

intervals than females that experience a common alternative—infant

loss13—supporting the idea that pregnancy termination is a cost-

mitigating strategy for females when males are predictably infantici-

dal. By extension, the Bruce effect may be a cost-mitigating strategy

for females when males are predictably either feticidal or infanticidal.

Terminating pregnancy without having to receive aggression from an

otherwise feticidal male would achieve cost-reduction by ending

investment in a developing offspring that is doomed while also elimi-

nating the physical costs of enduring a feticidal attack.

Thus, we speculate that the Bruce effect has evolved in species in

which infanticide occurs as well as in taxa in which feticide occurred at

some point during their evolutionary history. Specifically, the higher the

probability of feticide or infanticide by a nonsire male, the more likely

selection is to favor female internal mechanisms that actually facilitate

male-mediated prenatal loss. Over evolutionary time, females that

encounter predictably feticidal and/or infanticidal males will be selected

to exhibit neuroendocrine mechanisms that encourage prenatal loss

immediately after exposure to these males—even in the absence of

aggression. At this stage in this hypothetical evolutionary scenario, males

no longer need to be aggressive to reap the benefits of male-mediated

prenatal loss. Simultaneously, selection may act in parallel to favor males

that are able to induce prenatal loss in females without the need for

costly directed aggression, and instead use chemosensory or other sig-

nals.18,49,74 This may have been the case in mice, where nonsire males

are known to upregulate the production of E2 in the presence of preg-

nant females, thus inducing the Bruce effect via transfer of this E2 to the

females through urine and/or semen.18,49,74 We therefore hypothesize

that in some cases the Bruce effect may be a derived form of feticide.

From a communications standpoint, the Bruce effect has to be

adaptive for females in taxa where it occurs. Unlike feticide or infanti-

cide, the Bruce effect requires the “participation” of female neuroen-

docrine mechanisms. Chemical signals from a sender (e.g., exogenous
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BOX 2 Relative reproductive benefits of feticide and infanticide for males

Simulation parameters

We simulated baboon social groups containing varying numbers of adult females (range 10–50) in all reproductive states (cycling, lactating,

pregnant, randomly assigned in proportion to natural occurring frequencies). For each simulation, each female was assigned a wait time based on

her reproductive state (0–17 months)105 representing the length of time that an immigrant male would have to wait in order to mate with her.

Upon immigration, a male was randomly assigned a tenure length, representing the period of time during which he would have a reproductive

advantage over other males (uniform distribution, range 1–50 months6). For each simulated immigration, we ran the simulation five times with

the immigrant male following each of the following strategies in one of the simulations:

• Inaction strategy: Do nothing to alter the wait times of females.

• Infanticide strategy: Target the youngest infants, killing up to three (depending on how many are present) and resetting up to three

females' wait times to 2 months.

• Feticide strategy: Target pregnant females with the longest wait times (up to three, depending on how many are present), killing

fetuses and resetting up to three females' wait times to 2 months.

• Feticide plus strategy: Target both pregnant females and infants, selecting females with the longest wait times (whether pregnant or

lactating), and resetting up to three females' wait times to 2 months.

• Random aggression: Attack up to three females at random, resetting each targeted female that was pregnant or lactating to a wait

time of 2 months.

We then counted the total number of reproductive opportunities during a male's tenure under each of the five strategies. If a male's ten-

ure lasted long enough for him to reproduce with the same female multiple times, we counted these as multiple reproductive opportunities.

Male benefits were therefore cyclical with tenure length, with a period corresponding to the length of the interbirth interval (21 months). We

assumed that immigrant males were equally capable of killing any dependent offspring, regardless of its age, and that the costs of infanticide

and feticide were equivalent. In fact, feticide may be less costly for males than infanticide if parents are highly protective of neonates.82,106

Simulation results

In 96.1% of 100,000 simulations, the feticide strategy resulted in as many or more conceptive opportunities than inaction, random

aggression, or infanticide (Figure 2A). When we then compared the feticide plus strategy with the other four, we found that it returned

equal or greater reproductive benefits than any other strategy in 100% of simulations.

We then altered the parameters to simulate a species that is comparable to baboons in social structure and gestation length, but

which displays postpartum estrus (wait times included only a 6-month pregnancy, with no period of postpartum amenorrhea following

birth). Under these conditions, the feticide strategy, but not the infanticide strategy, continued to provide males with greater reproduc-

tive benefits than inaction (Figure 2b).

Alternative simulation parameters

Under the original simulation parameters, the feticide strategy resulted in worse outcomes than the infanticide strategy only when social

groups had three or more infants and fewer than three pregnant females at the time of the male's immigration, limiting the number of fetal targets

for immigrant males. Although not common in our simulated baboon groups, this social context would become more common as the L/G ratio is

increased. To explore this possibility, we held the total length of lactation plus gestation constant (17 months), but altered the length of each com-

ponent. For each L/G combinationwe ran 1,000,000 simulations across the parameter space and computed the average difference in reproductive

opportunities between the feticide and infanticide strategy. In cases where the difference between the benefits from feticide and infanticide are

greater than zero, feticide should be under stronger selection than infanticide (see Supporting Information Table S2 and Figure S1). We focused

here only on the feticide and infanticide strategies, although we should note that the feticide plus strategy would still be superior than either feti-

cide or infanticide under all L/G ratios.

We found that feticide, on average, provided males with greater benefits when the period of lactation was increased even to

14 months (G = 3 months, L/G = 4.7). Of the 97 species of primates in the AnAge database107 for which both lengths of gestation and age

at weaning are available, only chimpanzees have a L/G ratio higher than this value (4.85), indicating that our prediction (i.e., that males are

under stronger selection to commit feticide than infanticide) is applicable to the vast majority of primate species on which data is available.

To further explore our parameter space, we removed the 3-target limit that we had previously imposed on the males in our simulation.

Removing this constraint on males, which had been imposed based on evidence from yellow baboons,6 pushes benefits toward infanticidal males

when L/G is greater than 1. Even under these conditions, whichwe feel artificially favor infanticide relative to feticide, on average feticide provides

greater benefits than infanticide in animals with L/G ratios as high as 2.40 (5 months gestation, 12 months lactation), corresponding to 79%

(77/97) of primates listed in the AnAge database.107

Our simulation does not consider all possible social parameters of relevance. For example, it is possible that the degree of female

synchrony and the extent male reproductive skew might affect the benefits to males of feticide and infanticide. However, we believe it

to be unlikely that these factors will differentially affect the benefits attained from infanticide and feticide, suggesting that their inclu-

sion would be unlikely to qualitatively affect our results.
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E2 of novel males) are often described in the Bruce effect literature as

controlling a receiver (e.g., inducing abortion in a pregnant female).

However, this should not be conflated with the sender controlling the

fitness of the receiver. This confuses the proximate sense of phero-

monal control with the ultimate sense of control over fitness.76

Indeed, animal communication systems (even pheromonal ones) are

only maintained if communication increases the fitness of both sig-

naler and receiver.77 This argument also extends to visual and acoustic

signals from a novel male. If the signal is not adaptive for females,

selection will favor females that are increasingly less sensitive to it.

If males vary in the probability that they will launch a feticidal or

infanticidal attack, females should correspondingly vary the probabil-

ity of their response. For example, as noted above, female rodents

exhibit the Bruce effect in response to the E2-laden urine of nonsire

males, but not sires, suggesting that females have the capacity to pre-

vent male-sourced E2 from triggering a Bruce effect in response to

males that do not pose a risk. In addition, pregnant domestic horses11

and dogs12 are less likely to terminate pregnancy following exposure to

a nonsire male if they mate with the male (presumably due to paternity

confusion). In meadow voles, pregnancy termination following exposure

to nonsire males is less likely in highly aggressive than in less aggressive

females, and is more likely after exposure to highly aggressive than to

less aggressive males.24 Finally, the Bruce effect in bank voles (Myodes

glareolus) occurs more frequently in circumstances that may be associ-

ated with greater infanticide risk.78 Together, these results support the

hypothesis that females may express the Bruce effect in a facultative,

context-dependent manner. The details of this context-dependence

need to be more fully explored within a comparative framework.

4.3 | The balance of male–female conflict

If the Bruce effect is an adaptive female response to infanticidal

males, why do we not observe the Bruce effect in all species with

feticidal and/or infanticidal males? First, if feticide/infanticide occurs

at very low frequencies (e.g., in yellow baboons6), then the Bruce

effect will confer more costs than benefits on pregnant females. Sec-

ond, if feticide/infanticide occurs at high frequencies, but the rate of

immigration by nonsire males is high relative to the rate of female repro-

duction, then—again—the Bruce effect will have higher costs than bene-

fits for pregnant females. Females that terminate their pregnancy every

time a new alpha male arrives will terminate most of their reproductive

efforts.13 For example, in one population of chacma baboons (Papio

ursinus), infanticide is the leading cause of offspring mortality,79 female

interbirth intervals are ~2.0 years,80 and male replacement occurs approx-

imately once every 6 months.81 Thus, a female chacma baboon may

encounter up to four different males during a single interbirth interval.

Unsurprisingly, we have no evidence of the Bruce effect in chacma

baboons; instead, they exhibit several behavioral counter-strategies to

infanticide, including marked behavioral avoidance of nonsire males and

friendships with noninfanticidal males, who are sometimes sires.82 By

contrast, in one population of geladas, where infanticide is also the lead-

ing cause of offspring mortality,83 male replacement occurs approximately

every 3.2 years,84 which is longer than the average interbirth interval

(2.4 years85). Under these circumstances the Bruce effect is not only

observed, but it predominates—with 80% or more females aborting upon

the arrival of a new male. Female geladas that terminate pregnancies via

the Bruce effect and conceive with the new male will, on average, have

time to wean their offspring prior to the arrival of the next male.

5 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 | Identifying male-mediated prenatal loss in
the wild

Gathering more data on prenatal loss in wild populations will be criti-

cal for testing functional hypotheses. The first step is to get more

observations of male-mediated prenatal loss from natural populations.

Male-mediated prenatal loss in wild populations can be measured in

several ways. First, species-specific study designs can employ demo-

graphic data to reveal whether fewer births than expected occur after

a novel male enters a group.13,15 Additionally, if pregnancies can

be determined through visual monitoring,86 then one can measure

miscarriage rates before versus after the arrival of novel males.6

FIGURE 2 (a) Averaged across all group sizes, feticide yields equal or greater reproductive benefits than inaction, random aggression, or

infanticide in 96.1% of simulations. Reproductive benefits attained by each strategy are cyclical with a period matching the 21-month interbirth

interval in the simulation. (b) When females display postpartum estrus, males gain no benefit from infanticide but still benefit from feticide
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When employing demographic data, it is important to control for indi-

rect causes of prenatal loss (e.g., a decline in environmental condi-

tions) that are not caused by the arrival of a nonsire male, but could

be coincident with male immigration. For example, Zipple et al.6 con-

trol for the possibility of environmentally induced prenatal loss in yel-

low baboons by comparing simultaneous changes in rates of fetal loss

following male immigration in groups that experienced male immigra-

tion and groups that did not. Because rates of fetal loss increased only

in those groups that experienced male immigration, the authors were

able to conclude with confidence that the males themselves were

causing fetal loss, not any shared environmental factor.

In the absence of a reliable pregnancy sign, researchers have

employed a wide variety of methods for determining pregnancy, such

as recording ovarian hormones,13 body weights,87 or other physiologi-

cal indicators to confirm pregnancy and monitor pregnancy outcomes

after the arrival of new males. Finally, to distinguish feticide from the

Bruce effect, detailed behavioral observations of male-to-female

aggression and/or hormonal measures are required before and after

the arrival of a novel male; intense aggression and the elevation of hor-

mones that indicate hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis activity indicate

that females are experiencing physiological stress. A high frequency of

pregnancy termination following male replacements in combination

with low rates of male–female aggression would support the presence

of the Bruce effect, while a low rate of pregnancy termination after

male replacements combined with high rates of male–female aggres-

sion would support the presence of sexually selected feticide.

5.2 | Comparative data on male-mediated
prenatal loss

Perhaps the best way to understand how male-mediated prenatal loss

evolved, is to place it within a comparative context. Consequently, we

encourage studies of male-mediated prenatal loss in diverse mammalian

taxa, which will allow researchers to ask new evolutionary questions.88

For example, might feticide be an ancestral form of what eventually

produced a Bruce effect? If so, what features of a species' social system

select for a Bruce effect? We have identified a few in this review

(Figure 3), but a more systematic approach to this question is certainly

warranted. To answer these questions, phylogenetic comparisons of

species that do and do not have male-mediated prenatal loss are

needed. However, the data are as yet insufficient to conduct such com-

parisons. Importantly, to facilitate this comparative approach,

researchers need to publish not only when they find evidence for male-

mediated prenatal loss but also when they find evidence of absence in a

particular taxon. We only know of a handful of studies that explicitly

state they searched for feticide or the Bruce effect and did not find evi-

dence for it (e.g., rodents89; crested macaques [Macaca nigra]90).

5.3 | Male-mediated prenatal loss as sexual conflict

Infanticide is just one type of sexual conflict that “resets” the female

reproductive cycle. However, evolutionary models should incorporate

all forms of sexual conflict that alter female reproduction to make

accurate predictions for both males and females. For example, in tak-

ing a phylogenetic comparative approach, recent analyses91–94 came

to different conclusions about whether infanticide was a causal factor

in the evolution of monogamy. If such studies were able to broaden

their sexual conflict variable to also include male-mediated prenatal

loss, a clearer picture may emerge. At present we have too few empir-

ical data points for this type of comparative analyses. However, once

researchers specifically look for it, we expect that male-mediated pre-

natal loss will be more widespread than the literature currently sug-

gests and that this will open the door to new insights on how sexual

conflict and social systems interact.

FIGURE 3 Hypothesized relationships between social characteristics of mammalian species and the evolution of male-mediated prenatal loss
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5.4 | Identifying the mechanisms that drive male-
mediated prenatal loss

For taxa in which male-mediated prenatal loss is identified, we need

to better understand the mechanisms involved. We are well on our

way to understanding the mechanisms in mice, where compounds in

male urine and semen cause pregnancy termination in the presence of

a novel male and pregnancy maintenance in the presence of a sire.

However, for many other species, we only know that pregnancy ter-

mination is not mediated by a male's urine or any excretion that

requires contact. What is the signaling pathway for these taxa? And,

how does this signal eventually terminate a pregnancy, sometimes

even in the final weeks of pregnancy?

By focusing on these and other questions, we stand to gain

insight not only into male-mediated prenatal loss, but into the evolu-

tion of sexual conflict more generally. We predict that as research on

male-mediated prenatal loss expands, multiple new avenues of

research will open up and exciting new discoveries will be made.
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